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Documentation presented in this paper establishes that 
Chinookan source forms of Chin uk Wawa (CW) lexical items in 
Grand Ronde Chinuk Wawa (GRCW) are heavily weighted to 
three of the four Chinookan word classes defined by Hymes: 
Particle, Pronoun, and Noun. The remaining word class, Verb, 
is remarkably underepresented both in GRCW and in regional 
CW, including the variety documented by Gibbs (GCW), which 
we take to be representative oflower Columbia English speakers' 
CW. Chinookan phonology and morphology are both plainly 
visible in Chinookan-contributed GRCW items, irrespective of 
original Chinookan word class. While GCW does exhibit 
extensive phonological distortion of CW's Chinookan 
contribution, this variety is found to be virtually indistinguishable 
from GRCW in other respects, suggesting that both varieties go 
back to a common ancestral CWo The data adduced here are 
consistent with an hypothesis that the latter arose when 
Chinookan speakers, the only contributors to CW who could 
have systematically distinguished between different Chinookan 
word categories, improvised a simplified Chinookan largely free 
of the most complex of Chinookan forms, the Verb. 

Zenk and Johnson (2004) have claimed that the Chinookan. contribution 
to Chinuk Wawa (CW) (this is roughly 50% of the CW lexicon in sources 
documenting lower Columbia Indian varieties) "originated with grammatical 
simplifications that only Chinookan speakers could have made." This paper 
attempts to test that claim by evaluating the morphologies of presumed 
Chinookan source forms of CW lexical items, primarily in Grand Ronde CW 
(GRCW) (Zenk and Johnson 2003), but also in the English speakers' variety 
represented by Gibbs's (1863) historically influential compilation (GCW; see 

Zenk and Johnson 2004, note 2). If we are right, Chinookan source forms of 
CW items should suggest a deliberate avoidance of forms that Chinookan 
speakers themselves would have considered too elaborate or complex to be 

lWe are indebted to Sally Thomason for her detailed comments to our last year's 
conference offering. This paper grew largely out of an attempt to come to terms with 
some of those comments. Thanks also to Tom Larsen for commenting on a previous draft 
of this paper, and to Dell Hymes for generously making available to us his dissertation 
and other Chinookan materials in his possession. Needless to say, all errors remain our 
own. 
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easily grasped by non-Chinookan speaking foreigners. While we must grant that 

deliberate simplification by Chinookan speakers is not the only historical 

scenario that would predict a paucity of complex Chinookan forms in CW, we 

feel that the linguistic evidence adduced here is at least consistent with such a 

scenario. See Zenk and Johnson (2004) for a more extended discussion 

incorporating historical with linguistic evidence. 

Since neither of us knows Chinookan, we have had to base our 

attributions of speaker-perceived complexity/elaboration on linguists' 

descriptions. Fortunately, Chinookan is represented by some excellent 

descriptive work; we have depended especially on Boas (] 911), Dyk (1935), and 

Hymes (1955). A striking feature of Chinookan revealed by these sources is a 

sharp contrast between polysynthetic inflected verbs, characterized by usually 

simple stems (often only 1-3 phonemes' long) and up to six positions each for 

prefixes and suffixes, versus all other categories of Chinookan word, the 

inflectional morphologies of which are usually much less involved.2 Compare, 

for examp Ie, the inflections of polysynthetic verbs in group (1) below, with those 

of the nouns, pronouns, and particles in group (2). These examples, which 

exclude any forms suggesting CW, are from Boas's (190]) Kathlamet texts (KT), 

given with normalized Kathlamet Chinook (KC) respellings parsed a la Hymes 

(1955). 

(1) 

(2) 

a. 

b. 

aginl6'ta 'she shall give me' (KT30.8) 

a ]-grirnrlrll-t6-a] 
she2willigive6him3tosme4 (u- [directive]) 

qan6'iX 'I went' (KT222.19) 

q a ]-n r u-i r~ 
I2go3[PAST] I (u- [directive], -~ [usitative]) 

c. aqiXEluwii'laIEma-itx 'they always went to hunt' (KT39.2) 

a ]-q rirx(a)rI5-ua6-laI7(a)m8-ait-~ 

a. 

someone2willl repe titively 7.gpursue6him3for s[h imse 1f?]4 (-ail 
[situational], -~ [usitative]) 

iii'newiX 'first' (KTI23.]6) 

i-aniw(a)-ix 

masc3sg-[PRONOUN STEM]-[SUFFIX] 

2The aforementioned authorities have little to say about Chinookan derivatonal 
morphology. Regarding Chinookan nouns, Boas (19] ] :612-6] 3) comments: 

On the whole the derivation of the numerious polysyllabic nouns in Chinook is 
obscure. Evidently a considerable number of nominal affixes exist, which, 
however, occur so ~arely that their significance can not [sic] be determined. 
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b. tE'qLkX 
t(a)'-q[i-? 1.. ?jkx3 

plural-[NOUN STEM] 

'wooden armours' [sic] (KT27.9) 

c. tqiUi't!awuIXtiX 'leggings' (KT26.1 0) 
t-qi[t ?1..? jat' awu/xt-ix 
plural-[NouN STEM]-[SUFFIX] 

d. q!eq!e'tcktan 
q' iq' i'cktan 
[PARTICLE STEM] 

'the left' (KT 14.2) 

Our claim that Chinookan speakers were largely responsible for 
simplifying the Chinookan contribution to CW rests largely on one simple 
observation: with relatively few exceptions, presumed Chinookan source forms 
of CW lexical items are restricted to pronouns, nouns, and particles like those in 
group (2) above, versus polysynthetic verbs like those in group (l). As ' 
subsequent discussion will show, even the exceptions reinforce the impression of 
deliberate simplification by someone knowledgeable in Chinookan. 

1 Chinookan word classes 

Chinookan word classes as defined by Hymes (1955:68-69, 86-87, 153-

154, 264-268) are: 

Pronouns (Pr): words that invariably (a) have person-marker prefixes, 
and (b) lac k any other pre fixes. 

Verbs (V): words with initial tense prefixes and one or more person
marker prefixes. 

Nouns (N): words that (a) have classificatory (also called 
numberlgende'r or n/g) prefixes andlor "initial prefixes" 
(agentivelgerundive, locative, archaic, derogative, 
situational), and (b) are subject to possessive inflection by 

person-marker prefixes. 
Particles (P): unprefixed words. 

Some Chinookan words meet criteria for membership in more than one 

3Comparative data from upriver dialects suggest that both Kathlamet Chinook and Lower 
Chinook must have had +, k as separate phonemes, corresponding to Boas's L for any 
unejected voiceless lateral (Dell Hymes personal communication, 1996). Hence, our 
bracketed transliterations here and throughout. 
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word class. Hymes accordingly also defines VN (verb/noun), VP (verb/particle), 
VNP (verb/noun/particle) and NP (noun/particle) sUbtypes. For example (these 
are from the Appendix, sets 52, 147): 

The stem-psu 'cache, hide' is attested both with an n/g prefix 
(tj-k' r +psu-li 'the)cache'), identifying it in that instance as a noun; and with 
initial tense and person-marker prefixes (a j-n r)f. rpsu-t-a j 

'I2will)hide.myself3')' identifying it in those instances as a verb. 
The stem wa(wa) 'talk' is attested variously as a noun (a j-wtlwa 

'the)talk=it is said'), a verb (ij-crtrir)f.tl5-wa-ck 'he2talk.ed)them3him[it?]4 
[itself?]s=he answered [them with it?],), and a particle (wtlwa 'talking'). 

Although it cannot be taken for granted that cognate stems in the 
different Chinookan dialects and languages exhibit identical word-class 
memberships, Hymes's criteria are sufficiently broad and the varieties of 
Chinookan sufficiently morphologically uniform to pennit their general 
application to the Chinookan corpus. The Appendix to this paper is meant as a 
beginning effort to that end. In this collation, GRCW forms (Zenk and Johnson 
2003) are grouped according to the Chinookan word-class memberships of those 
KC forms (Hymes 1955) most closely resembling them. Relevant citations from 
CW's principal lexifier language, Lower Chinook (LC) (Boas 1894, 1911), are 
included where available (that is, insofar as identified and collated to date; we 
don't pretend that this tabulation is anywhere near complete). In almost all 
instances, the relevant LC forms appear to exhibit word-class memberships 
identical to those of their KC cognates. 

2 Results 

155 sets ofGRCW -KC matching forms were identified. Taken 
according to the most closely resemblant KC form in each case, these break 
down into: 

8 Chinookan pronouns (sets 1-8, or 5% of the total sample). 
43 Chinookan nouns (sets 9-51, or 28%). 
8 Chinookan verbs (sets 52-59, or 5%). 
90 Chinookan particles (sets 60-149, or 58%). 
6 ambiguous Chinookan word-class memberships (sets 150-155, or 

4%). 

It will be observed that Chinookan nouns and particles taken together 
account for 86% of the sample. While the contributions of Chinook an pronouns 
and verbs to CW therefore appear to be equally minor, this impression must be 
evaluated in terms of the relative proportions of pronouns and verbs in 
Chinookan. Verb stems account for a significant proportion of KT stem fonns 
identified by Hymes, whereas he isolates only nine stem forms for KT pronouns. 
Four of the latter nine are represented in the GRCW -KC sample (2.2 below). 
Therefore, while KC pronouns and verbs show equal numbers of matching CW 
forms in the sample, CW verbs represent only a few available KC verb stems, 
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while CW pronouns represent nearly half of all KC pronoun stems identified. 
Some observations on the sample, with special reference to evidence of 

Chinookan speakers' manipulation of Chinook an forms contributed to CW, 
follow: 

2.1 Phonetic changes 

Sapir (in Boas 1911 :638-645) describes a rich and productive system of 
diminutive-augmentative consonantism for Wishram Upper Chinook (UC). 
Boas (1911 :645-646) was able to find only sporadic indications of like sound 
changes for KC and LC, most clearly in some examples contrasting s-series 
(unmarked) fricatives and affricates from corresponding s-series (diminutive) 
fricatives and affricates. Boas's following comment is especially to the point of 
our own findings for Chinookan-matching CW items, in that it suggests that one 
of the functions of diminutive-augmentative consonantism in Chinookan was to 
draw contrasts between different linguistic varieties: 

... the significance of the process [of changing between s-series and 
s-series sounds] does not seem to have been very clear in the mind of 
my sole [Chinook proper] informant, Charles Cultee, while my only 
Clatsop informant considered changes of this type as distinguishing 
chara cteristics 0 f the Ch inoo k [pro per] and C latsop dialec ts [of LC]. 
For instance: Clatsop, e'cElqcElq [>i'Sa/qsa/q] : Chinook, e'sElqsElq 
PORCUPINE. 

All of the LC and KC citations in the sample represent Boas's work with 
Charles Cultee, and do indeed show much confusion between s-series and 
s-series sounds: so much so that Hymes, considering the contrast su~-phonemic, 
eliminated it from his phonemic respellings of KT forms. That being said, there 
are enough sets in which the CW s-series corresponds to LC and/or KC s-series 
to suggest that at least some Chinookan speakers used the contrast as a device 
for drawing a "line" between Chinookan and CWo 

The following sets have CW s corresponding to one or more 
occurrences of Chinookan s: 4, 19,24,26, 28,30,31,32, 36,42, 49, 51, 52,53, 
76, 83, 110, 118, 132, 133. 

The following sets show the same contrast for CW c or c' and 
Chinookan cor 6': 6,9, (66?: see note 12),71,135. 

Matches between Chinookan plain segments and CW ejectives in some 
sets suggest like unmarked: diminutive contrasts noted for UC by Sapir (these 
are all footnoted in the sample): 34 (note 8), 82 (note 13), 1221123 (note 18), 
131 (note 19),142 (note 22),146 (note 24),152 (note 26). 

Left unexplained by these considerations is a tendency for Chinookan a 
to be represented by CW i: 4,6,24,42, (44?), 56,57, (84?), 88,97, (98?). 106, 
107,143. 
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2.2 Pronouns 

According to Hymes, all KC pronoun words are based on pronoun 
stems, which as already pointed out amount to only nine stem forms in KT. 
With one exception, these nine stem forms occur only as members of the Pr word 
class. By contrast, all other Chinookan word classes include numbers of stems 
with over-lapping word-class memberships. Four of Hymes's nine pronoun 
stems have GRCW matches: -iXt 'one' (set 'I), -ai- 'person' (sets 2?, 3,4,5,6), 
-xa.lu.ita 'different' (set 7), -ax 'person, demonstrative' (set 8). 

Notice that although Chinookan independent pronouns are inflected 
forms, they are based on a small set of stems modified by a limited number of 
affixes, the former unique and most of the latter resembling frequently-used 
nominal and verbal affixes. Chinookan speakers may accordingly have 
perceived pronoun words (or at least, more frequently used ones) as relatively 
"obvious" or even "simple" forms, albeit not being Chinookan speaker ourselves 
it behooves us to be cautious in making such judgments. 

2.3 Nouns 

The GRCW matches to KC/LC nouns show a nearly 50:50 split 
between forms retaining Chinookan n/g prefixes and forms dropping them. 
Excluding the five special cases discussed below, these amount to 15 CW forms 
retaining Chinookan n/g prefixes and 17 dropping them. With only a few 
exceptions, n/g dropping is predictable: when the CW form and a closely 
resemblant Chinookan form both show stress on the n/g prefix, the prefix is 
retained; when such matching forms show an unstressed n/g prefix, the latter is 
dropped. The exceptions, excluding the special cases below, are six: sets 10 (in 
which the CW:Chinookan match is questionable, perhaps indicative of an 
unrecorded particle as original source), 12,13 (problematic: see note 6),35,50, 

51. 
Special cases include at least one example (38) in which LC attests an 

unprefixed vocative form, meaning that the source-form for the CW is likely to 
have been a particle, not a noun. In fact, the" line" between noun and particle is 
not always unambiguous. Sets 25 and 29 also attest unprefixed LC forms in 
Boas's (1894) Chinook texts (CT). And Hymes (1955:269) struggles to explain 
two instances in which forms ordinarily attested as KC nouns appear unprefixed 
in KT: (-)kasait 'robin' and (-)kusait 'mink' (Hymes remarks: "possibly absence 
of classificatory prefix is Jargon [i.e., CW] influence"; however, neither of these 
words appears in any CW source of which we are aware). 

The other special cases are 36, 39,40, and 43, which are all nouns with 
both n/g and possessive prefixes (the latter obligatory for certain noun stems 
according to Hymes, though the limited nature of the KT corpus does not permit' 
definitive classification of very many cases). In all cases stress falls on the 
possessive: in 36 and 43, both n/g and possessive are retained; in 39 and 40, the 
possessive is retained but the n/g is dropped. 
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2.4 Verbs 

Of the eight CW items clearly matching KC verbs, three (sets 53, 56, 
57) also match Chinookan fonns translated as imperatives: CW {skam 'to take, 
get' : LC [Cl-jt-sgam '[present-]him-take=take him! '; CW mi'+ayt 'to sit, stay, 
reside' : LC, UC [Cl-jma'-+ait '[present-]thou-sit!/stay!'; CW mi'txwit 'to stand, 
stride': LC, KC, UC [Cl-jma'-txw-it '[present-]thou-stand.up!'. 

CW tpsut 'to hide' (52) and t'5-puy 'closed, shut' (54) strongly suggest 
Chinookan imperative constructions on the model of t-sgam above. CW supna 
'to jump' (58) also suggests a Ch inookan imperative, though its interpretation is 
less straightforward because the Chinookan imperative cited as example in 58 
lacks the directive prefix U-, retained by the CW form (albeit we see nothing in 
the grammars contraindicating forms with u- as imperative). 

This leaves only sets 55 and 59 not apparently accounted for by the 
simplest of all Chinookan inflected verb forms: the imperative. It will be noted 
that the interpretation of Chinookan forms cited for both sets is somewhat 
problematic. At least, the Chinookan morphological constituencies indicated by 
the CW forms seem intact as far as they go. While clearly morphologically 
reduced as Chinookan, the CW forms all begin at Chinookan morpheme 
boundaries. (The word-ending in 55 is obscure to us, but Chinookan suffixes are 
in general more difficult to identify and interpret than Chinookan prefixes.) 

2.5 Particles 

While Charles Cultee may have had an attenuated feeling at best for 
Chinookan diminutive-augmentative consonantism (2.1 above), expressive 
sound-meaning correspondences (Childs 1989) nonetheless loom large in Boas's 
understanding of this speaker's Chinookan. Boas (1911 :629-630) cites his own 
intuition, presumably the result of countless hours spent with Cultee, to support 
his claim that even particles lacking obvious indications of such correspondences 
may turn out to have them: 

It seems likely that, in a language [like Chinookan] in which 
onomatopoetic terms are numerous, the frequent use of the association 
between sound and concept will, in its turn, increase the readiness with 
which other similar associations are established, so that, to the mind of 
the Chinook Indian, words may be sound-pictures which to our 
unaccustomed ear have no such value. I found that, as my studies of 
this language progressed, the feeling for the sound-value of works like 
wax TO POUR; k'!e NOTHING; k!6mm SILENCE, LO CALM, pa' 3pa3 TO 

DIVIDE, increased steadily. 

If Boas is right, expressive sound-meaning correspondences were an 
important aspect of word formation in Chinookan, as observed in the forms of 
some nouns (note the Chinookan forms cited for sets 21,23,33), but more 
especially, in the forms of many of the languages' large stock of uninflected 
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particles. Quite a few of these Chinookan expressive particles have entered CW, 
lending an impression that the vocabulary ofCW is to some extent "by 
onomatopoeia" (Hale 1846:639). However, as Boas (1892) noted long ago, 
onomatopoeic-seeming CW words almost always turn out to be Chinookan
derived. Zenk's experience with elderly GRCW speakers confirms that these 
items are not felt as particularly onomatopoeic in CWo Words that we might be 
inclined to see as onomatopoeically suggestive, like cxap 'snuff' and kW> i't 'snap, 
break', were felt by them simply as words, much as snuffand snap would 
ordinarily feel to us as English. 

Chinookan forms from the following sets appear as examples in Boas's 
(1911 :628-629) discussion of sound-meaning correspondences in Chinookan 
particles: 67,69,81,83,84,88,91,94,103,104,107,119,1221123, 133,143, 
145. 

Chinookan's plethora of un inflected particles, many (or perhaps most) 
with apparent sound-meaning associations, taken alongside the complex 
polysynthetic verbs at the heart of its grammar, presents a study in contrasts that 
could well have implications for understanding the deeper history of CW. 
Chinookan expressive particles are strikingly reminiscent of ideophones, words 
and phrases with sound-meaning correspondences used expressively in many 
African languages, including many pidgins and creoles (Childs 1994). While 
Chinookan-particle derived words do not seem to have been used expressively in 
GRCW, Boas's observations indicate that Cultee did so use Chinookan particles. 
By Boas's (1894:6) own account, he and Cultee communicated "only by means 
of the Chinook jargon [CW]," raising the possibility that such particles might 
have been expressive for Cultee also in CW. The further question arises: could 
such expressive particles have been characteristic also of neighboring lower 
Columbia languages?; could some of them have been the property ofa region, as 
opposed specifically to Chinookan? Quite possibly, Chinookan particles and 
their ubiquity in CW provide important clues to cross-language communication 
in the lower Columbia region before the intrusion of European-language 
speaking traders. 

3 Conclusions 

According to Zenk and Johnson (2004:420), "an important 
discontinuity contrasting the Chinookan and N ootkan contributions to CW" is 
that only the former suggests control of the morphology and phonology of the 
donor language. The comparisons adduced in the appendix confirm that the 
Chinookan contribution to GRCW retains a strongly Chinookan character. 
GRCW reproduces mostly whole Chinookan forms, which in turn reproduce the 
entire range of Chinookan phonological contrasts. Where GRCW forms 
correspond to incomplete Chinookan forms, word boundaries in the former 
correspond in almost all cases to morpheme boundaries in the latter. For nouns, 
reduction of form is rule-governed: stressed n/g or possessive prefixes are 
retained, unstressed n/g or possessive prefixes dropped; reduced forms show 
clean breaks at stem (or in sets 39,40 prefix) boundaries, implying a Chinookan 
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speaker's knowledge of where prefixes end and stems begin. For most 
Chinookan-derived CW verbs, minimum whole forms, probably in all cases 
originally Chinookan imperatives, are generalized as CW base forms, leaving a 
very few (in the sample only two) verbs lacking prefixes necessary to their 
integrity as complete Chinookan words. Here again, the CW word boundaries 
coincide with Chinookan morpheme boundaries, implying a Chinookan 
speaker's knowledge of how to disarticulate who Ie words. 

If CW really was created by predominantly English-speaking traders, as 
some now claim (Samarin 1996), the Chinookan portion of the CW lexicon 
should exhibit evidence of phonological and morphological distortions like those 
observed for Nootkan (Nuuchahnulth) derived CW words. The distortions 
illustrated by the following GRCW -Nootkan matches are consistent with 
transmission by English speakers (Thomason 1983:860-862), and therefore, with 
the reconstructions of historians like Howay (1943), who argue that the first 
British and Euro-American traders to enter the lower Columbia carried Nootkan 
words with them from earlier trading contacts on Vancouver Island: 

GRCW palac,pciiac 'give': vs. 

GRCW ka'mtaks 'know':vs. 

GRCW kakSat 'beat, whip':vs. 

GRCW haykWa 'dentalium': vs. 

Nch p' aA-p' a-/+-c 'potlatch' 
(Bright) 

Nch kamat+-a'b.. 'known+ irrealis' 
(Silverstein) 

Nch qa)f..-siA, qab..-siA 'to die' .<:' 

(Clark) 

Nch b..iixwa 'dentalium shell' 

Such distortions are typical of the Nootkan-contributed portion of the 
GRCW lexicon, but very unusual for local indigenous-language contributed 
items. Set 109: 

GRCW [mahwali]: vs. 

provides one example-in this case, readily explained as a semi-speaker's hazy 
recollection of a little-used word. One of the few examples of a frequently used 
CW word that may reflect phonological distortion of an originally indigenous 
item is: 

GRCW ma'k"mak 'eat': vs. Upper Chehalis ma'q"'- 'swallow' 
(Kinkade). 

If European-language speaking seafarers really did create CW, then the 
indigenous phonetics recorded for Indian varieties must have come about as a 
result of subsequent "nativization": that is, of local Indians taking (apparently) 
distorted forms like ma'khmak above and restoring to them their original source-
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language phonological and morphological integrity. Arguers for nativization 
must however answer two questions: 

(a) how likely would local Indians have been to even recognize and/or 
acknowledged non-Indian introduced CW words as distorted attempts to 
reproduce words from local languages? 

(b) how motivated would local Indians have felt to set right such 
perceived distortions? 

Zenk is able to cite some of his own experiences with elderly CW 
speakers from Grand Ronde on these points. All of these speakers had spoken 
English at least as long as they had spoken CW, yet they all faithfully preserved 
the mildly to markedly distorted English word-forms characterizing many 
English contributions to CW, such as: CW [mo'n] «Eng [mre'n]), CW [tIlo"r] 
«Eng [dro"r]). Because these elders were all completely at home with the 
phonetics of their own rural variety of Pacific Northwest English, [mre'n], 
[dro"r] came just as "naturally" to them as English words, as [mo'n], [tIlo"r] did 
as CW words. Zenk's impression is that in ordinary daily usage, such items were 
not felt as distorted Eng lish at all, but simply as proper C W words versus more
or-less similar-sounding English words. In fact, so-called "distorted" feature 
distinctions were sometimes insisted on as diacritics of CW vs. English 
pronunciation. For example, the most actively fluent elder with whom Zenk 
worked, the late Mr. Wilson Bob b (1891-1985), insisted that the word [bo"stan] 
'American, White [person]' must be pronounced with [b] slightly devoiced as a 
CW word, versus with English voiced-[b] as an English word, a distinction that 
try as he might, Zenk could not consistently hear. 

The question of speaker motivation is crucial to the disputed indigenous 
vs. seafarer origin of CW. Judging by the spellings of CW items in the old 
English-orthography "Chinook" dictionaries, English speakers distorted the 
Chinookan phonetics of Chinookan-contributed items at least as much as Indians 
did the English phonetics of English-contributed items (see the examples below 
cited from Gibbs 1863). Arguers for a seafarer-created CW have presented no 
evidence that Chinookans ever in fact reversed such expected distortions of 
Chinookan-contributed CW items, as opposed to just leaving well enough alone. 
If (primarily) English-speaking seafarers did create CW, most if not all 
Chinookan-contributed CW words should have undergone significant 
morphological and phonological distortions like those shown by the (both 
Nootkan and local) examples cited above. Lacking evidence from the historical 
record either of earlier distorted forms corresponding to later-recorded Indian
pronounced intact forms (Zenk and Johnson 2004:430-442 survey the early 
record in some detail), or of strong motivation on the part of local Indians to 
restore the integrity of seafarer-"butchered" Chinookan, we are forced to 
attribute most of the local indigenous portion of the CW lexicon to the 
unmediated influence of speakers of local indigenous languages. 

This conclusion is contrary to those of Hale and Gibbs (and more 
recently, of S. V. Johnson 1978), in which "leaving [mutually convergent 
phonological distortions] well enough alone" is exactly how CW is supposed to 
work for all of its speakers, both Indian and White. 
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As the Jargon is to be spoken by Chinooks, Englishmen, and 
Frenchmen, so as to be alike easy and intelligible to all, it must admit of 
no sound which cannot be readily produced by all three. (Hale 
1846:640) 

Words adopted [into CW] from the several languages were, naturally 
enough, those most easily uttered by all. (Gibbs 1863:vi) 

... the only phonemic distinctions that could be used [to define CW 
phonology] were those shared by all of the contact languages, plus a 
few that could be realized by substitution .... (S. V. Johnson 
1978: 180) 

To repeat our own conclusions in Zenk and Johnson (2004): while 
there is abundant evidence (as further expanded upon here) pointing to 
systematic grammatical simplification in the Chinookan contribution to CW, 
there is no evidence that Chinookans themselves ever systematically reduced the 
indigenous phonetics of their CW to accomodate European-language speaking 
foreigners. 

The sample of GRCW forms with presumed Chinookan etymologies 
marshalled in the appendix permits the following further conclusions: 

(1) GRCW's Chinookan etymologies show a preponderance of 
Chinookan pronouns, nouns, and particles, with but few Chinookan verbs. 

(2) Those few Chinookan verbs exemplified are restricted to (a) 
Chinookan imperatives generalized as CW base-forms, and (b) morphologically 
reduced, but not morphologically distorted forms. 

(3) Chinookan augmentative-diminutive consonantism appears to have 
been used to underscore the line between GRCW and Chinookan. 

(4) GRCW shows a roughly 50/50 split between unprefixed vs. prefixed 
Chinookan>CW nouns, prefix presence/absence being determined by stress
placement: stressed prefixes being retained, unstressed dropped. 

(5) GRCW shows a preponderance of Chinookan-derived particles 
(nearly 60% of the CW <Chinookan etymologies sampled), many of them with 
inferred expressive sound-meaning correspondences in Chinookan, if not in 
GRCW. 

It is instructive to compare these finding with what is known of other 
lower Columbia CW varieties. Taking Gibbs (1863) (GCW) as representative of 
lower Columbia English speakers' CW (Zenk and Johnson 2004, note 2), it is 
remarkable how well this non-Indian variety exemplifies the features just 
described for GRCW, notwithstanding GCW's more English than indigenous 
phonetics: 

(1) Both varieties exemplify nearly the same CW lexicon. With respect 
to the sample, 129 of the 155 G RCW entries have GCW matches. 

(2) GCW has practically the same set of Chinookan-verb derived words 
as GRCW. Allowing for English-speakers' expected distortions of indigenous 
phonetic features, the Chinookan morphologies of the CW items are as intact in 
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GCW as they are in GRCW. Referring to the sample: 

GCW Ip'-soot GRCW i'psut 'hide'(52). 
Is'-kum (skarn 'get' (53). 
Ik-poo'-ie i'~puy 'closed' (54) 
Kel'-a-pi k'i'/apay 'reverse' (55) 
Mit'-lite rni'fayt 'sit, stay' (56) 
Mit'-whit rnrtxwit 'stand' (57) 
So'-pe-na supna 'jump' (58) 
Hah-Iakl ~ataqf 'open' (59) 

(3) s-series sounds replace Chinookan s-series sounds about as 
frequently in GCW as they do in GRCW, with almost all GCW -GRCW matches 
showing agreement between specific segments. Of course, this is an English
congruent contrast, not subject to the distortions typifying English-speakers' 
realizations of other Chinookan phonetic features. The sample shows only a few 
exceptions to the rule ofCGW-GRCW sis-series agreement: 

GCW Chuk GRCW caqW 'water' (9). 
Si-am sayirn 'grizzly' (37). 
Siksh~Shiksh siks 'friend' (38). 
0' -poots ~O' -pootsh up"uc 'buttocks' (48). 

(4) GCW has practically the same set of Chinookan-noun derived CW 
words as GRCW. This match-up extends to presence/absence of Chinookan n/g 
and possessive prefixes in almost every case. With respect to the sample, there 
are corresponding GCW forms matching 38 of the 43 GRCW items in the 
Chinookan-noun derived portion of the sample. Except for two problematic 
cases (set 23, in which GRCW k"tskWis 'chipmunk' matches GCW Skwis'-kwis 
'squirrel'; and set 50, in which GRCW uyxat 'road' matches GCW Way'-hut), 
the sample shows complete GCW/GRCW agreement with respect to 
presence/absence of n/g and possessive prefixes. 

(5) 67 of the 90 Chinookan-particle derived items sampled for GRCW 
are also to be found in GCW. 

To sum up, apart from certain phonetic distortions more-or-Iess general 
to English-speaking users of CW, GCW provides little or no indication of having 
been created by English speakers. GCW, like GRCW, respects Chinookan 
morpheme boundaries and the integrity of complete Chinookan forms. Had 
European-language speaking foreigners really created CW, they surely would 
have mangled Chinookan morphology, just as they mangled the N ootkan 
morphology of Nootkan-contributed CW items they introduced to the lower 
Columbia. 
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Appendix: CW-KC matching forms, by Chinookan word class 

A bb reviations.' 

CG 

CT 

JC 

KT 

I )ixt 'one' 
2)iaska '3 pI' 

3)mayka 

Lower Chinook (LC) forms as originally appearing in Boas's 
Chinook Grammar (Boas 1911). 
Lower Chinook (LC) forms as originally appearing in Boas's 
Chinook Texts (Boas 1894). 
Clackamas Upper Chinook (UC) forms as originally appearing 
in Jacobs's Clackamas slip files (Jacobs n.d.). 
Kathlamet Chinook (KC) forms as originally appearing in 
Boas's Kathlamet Texts (Boas 1901). 
Normalized respelling (2) of form as originally spelled by 
Boas (1) (normalization following Jacobs 1958-59:5-7, 
Silverstein 1990:533 fn.). 

Pronouns (Pr/ (Hymes 1955:67-85) 

(i)-iXt (KT20.2 eXt>(l}-ixt) 'one (denoting person)'. 
L-ai-c-ka(-pa) 'theme-from)' (KT 169.15 Ui'itckapa; 
cf. CG626 La'ska 'it'>[ijaska). GRCW also has ias: 
cf. L- '3 pi' (pronominal prefix). 
m-ai-ka '2 sg [emphasis]'. Also CRCW ma: cf."m
'2 sg' (pronominal prefix). 

4)msayka, misayka '2 pI' m':'s-ai-ka (KT44.8 mE'caika>ma'sayka; cf. CG626 
mcaika> msaika) '2 pi'. Also GRCW msa: cf. m-s-
'2 pI' (pronominal prefix). 

5)nayka '1 sg' n-ai-ka '1 sg'. Also GReW na: cf. n- '1 sg' 
(pronominal prefix). 

6)ncayka, nisayka '1 pI' n':'s-ai-ka (KTI53.8 nE'saika>na'saika; cf. CG626 
ntcaika>ncaika) '1 pi '. Also GRCW nca: cf. n-s
'1 pI (exclusive)' (pronominal prefix). 

7hluyma'different' -xa.lu.i.ta (KT46. 7,91.11, 156.2 i-/a-/L-xal[<)']ita5 

'masc.sg.-/fem.sg.-/neut. sg-.. .'; cf. CG659 
-xEI=6ima>-'.'aluima, CT261.16, 187.25 
L-It-xahYima 'neut.sg.-/pl.- ... ') 'another, different'. 

40nly independent pronouns count as words in Hymes's schema. GRCW also has a set 
of short-form pronouns, as noted under sets 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 8. While these appear to be 
related to the indicated Chinookan pronominal prefixes (Jacobs 1932:41-42), their 
derivation is not entirely transparent. Chinookan pronominal prefixes are bound forms, 
while the GRCW short forms are clitic words. 

sThe forms as they appear in Kathlamet Texts are ixaHi'ita, axaI6'ita, and LxaI6'ita, 
respectively. The first seems anomalous. 
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8)ya':(ka, yaka '3 sg' i-ax-ka (KTl1.5 ya'xka>ya':(ka) 'he, it'. Also 

GRCW ya: cf. i- '3 sg (masc)' (pronominal prefix). 

Nouns (N) (Hymes 1955:86-151) 

9)caq W 'water' 

I O)c' i 'sweet' 

-cuqua (KT25.2 Ltcuqoa>[i]-cuq"'a; cf. CT 14.4 
Ltcuqo>[+j-cuq") 'water'. 
-c7ac7iman (cf. CG600 -'ts!emEn>[r]-c' iman) 
'sweet' . 

11 )i'kta 'thing' -kti (KT28.13 inta'kte>i-nta-kti 'our ... s'; cf. CG61 0 
i' -kta) 'thing'. 

12)ilaythix'slave' -laitiX (KTI66.9 aIa'etiX>a-laitix 'fem.sg .... '; cf. 
CG597 elaetix·, 61aetix ·>i-Iu-laitix 'masc.sg.-I 
fem.sg.- ... ') 'slave'. 

13)i'li7i'land' -IX (KTl1.9 e'IX>i'-lx; cf. CG612 ile'e>i-li'i) 
'land,.6 

14)i'natay 'on one side' -nata, -nat(-iX) (KT35.10 e'nata>i'-nata, 148.10 

15)i'+uk~ma 'handgame' 

16)i'+(7)wal(i) 'flesh' 

17)i'qsix 'son-in-law' 
18)i'qhix 'bro-in-Iaw' 

19)i'sik 'paddle' 

20)kani'm 'canoe' 

21)keyskeys7 'bluejay' 
22)kupkup 'sm. dentalia' 

e'natiX>i'-nat-ix; cf. CG638 e'natai>i'natai, JC 
i'nadix) 'on one side'. 
-Lukuma (KTI03.1 e'Lukuma; cf. JC i'+ugWma) 
'handgame' . 
-Lqul (KTI38.10 iLqul; cf. CG608 e'-L3wule 
>i'-[+?J..?j7wuli, JC iJ..g"'a'/) 'flesh'. 
-qsiX (KTI3.9 e'qsiX>i'-qsix) 'son-in-law'. 
-xqixi-nana (KT 15.7 Lia'xqeXinana> 
[+j-ia-':(qixi-nana 'his ... s'; cf. CT12.2 e'qxiX> 
i' -q(':()ix) 'brother-in-law'. 
-siki (KT241.4 Lci'ke>[+j-si'ki; cf. cf. CG60 I '-sik> 
[r]-sik) 'paddle'. 
-kanim (cf. CG603 ikani'm, 6kuni'm>i-lu-kani'm 

'masc.sg.-/fem.sg.- ... ') 'canoe'. 
qi'sqis (K T 17.16 iqe'sqes>i-qi'sqis) 'bluejay'. 
-kupkup (KT 51.5, 27.15 a+/i+kupkup 'fem.sg.-I 
masc.sg.-... ') 'small dentalia'. 
-kuskua's (KTI41.13 aguskua's>a-gusk"'[r]s) 
'chipmunks' . 

6The derivation ofGRCW ni7i from Chinookan -Ix is problematic. Boas (1911 :568, 
612) derives LC Uti from the stem -Ix, by the following phonological rule: ' Ix> 11_' . 
To explain the GRCW form on this pattern, we must assume that a Chinookan form with 
-I, not -lx, also had first-syllable stress, thus explaining the retention of i- in the GRCW 
form. However, Harrington (1942) records the following form as Bay Center (WiUapa 
Bay, Washington) CW for 'ground': 'y]('I'>7ilt7i. 

7Perhaps for qisqis. Our citation form was from an untaped elicitation. The vowel was 
transcribed as [eY], which is anomalous (vs. [e], reI], [£1]): perhaps conditioned by an 
unheard or original [q]. 
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24)ti'khamuks'blk.berries' -km(-uks) (KT 150.16 LE'kEmukc>[tja'-kam-uks) 

25)A'ami'nxWat 'fib' 

26)mi'malust 'dead' 

27)mulak 'elk' 
28)pasi'si 'blanket' 

29)pulakh]i 'night' 

30)p' anaqs 'liver' 
31 )p' i's)f.as 'skunk' 
32)qusa)f. 'sky' 
33)qwhe)f.qwhe)f. 'duck' 

34)q'i'su, khi'su 'apron' 
35)sik' aluks 'pants' 

36)siyaxus 'eyes, face' 

37)sayim 'grizzly' 
38)siks 'friend' 

39)tak' umunaq '100' 

40)tatlam '10' 

41)taq"'ala 'hazelnuts' 

42)ti'psu 'grass' 

'blackberries' . 
-L 7mi'nXut (KT 52.16 iL!me'nXut>i-A'mi'nxut; CT 
271.22 has uninflected L!Eme'nXut>A' ami'nxut) 'fib'. 
-mi'mlust (KT49.6 Lme'mEloct>[tj-mi'malust) 
'corpses' . 
-mulak (KT 58.10 imo'lak>i-mulak) 'elk'. 
-pasiskwa (KT 18.8 LgE'pasiskua; cf. CT259.20 
Lpaci'ci>[tj-pasi'si) 'blanket'. 
-pulakl'- (KT85.17 LpolakE'IEmax> 
[tj-pulaka'l(a)-ma)f. ' ... s'; CT 29.8 has uninflected 
po'lakli>pula'kli) 'night'. 
-p7anaqs (KT 99.9 ip!ii'naqc>i-p'imaqs) 'liver'. 
-p7i'sxas (KT69.2 ap!e'cxac>a-p' i's)f.as) 'skunk'. 
-kusax (KT 11.15 igo'cax>i-gusa)f.) 'sky'. 
-qui'xquix (KT85.1 aqo-i'xqo-ix>a-qwi')f.qWi)f.; cf. 
CT 150.2 ogoe'xgoe~ [sic?], 150.10 oqoe'xqoex) 
'duck'. 
-qi'su (KT79.5 Lqe'co>[tj-qi'SlI) 'cedar bark,.8 
-sak7al-uks (KT2l9.2 tHi'sak!aluks>t-ia-sak' al-uks 
'his ... ') 'leggings'. 
-xust (KT76.14 sia'Xostpa>s-ia-xust-pa 'on his .. .', 
18.4 sia'xost>s-ia-)f.lIst; cf. CT29.20, 275.12 
sia'xost, cia'xoct>s-ia-)f.llst, s-ia-)f.llst 'his ... ', JC 
isya/xus-)f.us 'his .. .') 'eyes, face'. 
-sa.iim (KT25.3>ica'yim>i-sayim) 'grizzly'. 
-siks (KT213.6 itci'cikc>i-ci'-sikS 'my .. .'; cf . 

. CG612 cikc>siks [vocative], 611 i-ci'kc>i-si'ks) 
'friend,.9 

-k7amunaq (KT 164.2 itca'k!amunaq> 
i-ca-k' amunaq; cf. JC idak' amllnaq 
[>i-da-k' amllnaq]) 'hundred'. 
-LiIXam (K T26.10 ita'LeIXam>i-ta-[tjilxam; cf. 
CG607 i-ta'-Lelam>i-ta-[tjilam, JC itatilxm) '10'. 
-quIa (KTI43.3 tE'qxola>ta'-q()f.)"'fa; cf. JC ida'qWla ) 
'hazeln uts'. 
-psu (KT 188.6 tE'pco>ta'-psu) 'grass'. 

8The shift of Chinookan [q] to CW [q'] in this set appears to fit Sapir's schema of 
Chinookan diminutive consonantism, except that the uvular place of articulation in the 
KC forms should also shift to back-palatal (that is, [q] should shift to [k'], although: "the 
treatment of velar [=uvular] stops ... seems to be somewhat irregular") (Boas 1911 :638-
639). 
9The occurrence of an unpreflXed vocative form suggests that this stem should be 
classified as NP (noun/particle), at least for LC. 
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43)thiya7wit 'leg, foot' 

44)ti'lixam 'people' 

45)t' ,ilap' as 'coyote' 

46)ulali 'berries' 

47)ulu 'hungry' 

-qu.it (K T8 0.1 tia' qo-it>t-;a-q"'it 'his ... -s'; cf. 
CG 568 tia'3w it>t-ia-7wit 'his ... -s') 'leg'. 
-IXam (KT26.10 te'IXam>ti-lxam; cf. CG613 
te'lx'Em>tt-lxam, JC ida'lxam) 'people'. 
-t7alapas (KT 45.3 iWi'lapas>i-t' alapas; cf. JC 
it' atap' as) 'coyote'. 
-'lili (KT118.4 a'lele>a-lili 'salmonberry'; cf. 
CTIOO.9 La'lele> [ija-titi 'salmonberries', LC u
'fem.sg.'). 
-Iu (KT36.1 walo>wa-lu; cf. CG600 '-Io>[uj-lu) 
'hunger' . 

48)uphuc 'buttocks, anus' -puc (cf. CG601 '-putc>[uj-puc) 'buttocks, anus'. 
49)uskan 'cup' -skan (KTI27.7 e'ckan>t-skan 'cedar'; cf. CG603 

50)uyxat 'road, trail' 

51 )yaqsu 'hair' 

ocgan>u-sgan 'basket, cup' [fem.N], e'cgan>t-sgan 
'cedar' [masc.N]). 
-iXatk (KT248.5 a'eXatk>a-ixatk; cf. CG666 
ue'~atk>u-txatk) 'road, trail'. 
-qsu (KT68.17 e'yaqco>t-ia-qsu 'his ... ') 'hair'. 

Verbs (V) (Hymes 1955:153-263) 

52)i'psut 'hide' -psut [VN] 'to hide' (KTI57.13 anxpco'ta> 
al-nr~rpsut-al 'I2will)hide.myself3" 17.16 
itcaLxapcot>i-cl-a r[ij r~arpsut 
'he,hid.her2from4him3' 150.14 
tk!e'pcole>t-k'i+psu-li 'a cache' [N]; cf. CG660 
-o=pcut>-u+psut 'to hide' [V-stem]). 

53)i'skam 'to get' -sk(-)am 'to get, find, take"O (KT21.6 inili'ckam> 
i-n l-iru-skam 'I)found.him2'; cf. CG591 e'-cg-am> 
[fJ-j t l-sgam '[present-]take.him)!' [transitive
imper.]). 

54)i'~puy 'closed, shut' -pu 'to close' (+ -i [completive]?); examples have~
(cf. ex. 64 below) (KC143.8 amxpua'ya> 
a-m l-~-pua-ia 'you)close(it)', 43.14 igisxpo'Xuit> 
ig-il-sr~-pu-xuit 'he)closed.the-tw02 (=his two 
eyes)'; cf. CT12.3 ixpo'te>i-~puti 'it is locked'). 

55)k'i'lapay'reverse' (-k7i)-lap " 'fall over' (KT 150.4 ige'k!elapx'itiX> 

10 All found KT and CT examples translated 'take, hold, get, find, obtain' have the form 
-skam (V-stem +-am, Hymes's V-suffix 1121 'pmposive, completive'). 
II k1i- is V-prefix 614 in Hymes's schema; he" labels it "(substitutive)?", commenting: 

the function of 614 k1i- is not known. In many occurrences it appears to 
replace the object. In other cases a replaced object cannot be identified. .. In 
at least one instance the presence of614 k1i- parallels a noun construction with 
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56)mi';ayt 'sit, be at' 

57)mi'txW it'stand' 

58)supna 'jump' 

59) ~alaq; 'open' 

60)ac 'yo sister' 
61)a;qi'later' 

62)ana [interj.] 
63 )anqati 'long ago' 
64)aw 'yo brother' 

65)ayaq 'quick' 

ig-r J-k' i-iap-xit-ix 'he l fell.over'; cf. CT 165.7 
aLe'k!elapx·itxe>a[;jik' rtapxit~i 'he fell over', 
CT63.5 kLik!eUi'lEple>k[;jik' ilatap/i 'she turned 
them over often', JC gaSik' t/apxit 'he fell back', JC 
gatk;iq' rlapayx 'they lay them down on their backs'). 
-Lait 'be, remain, stay' (KT 1 03.7 am6Ui'ita> 
a-m ru-[;j a it-a 'youlsit.down!', 29.7 i6'La-it> 
[CJ-jiJ-u-[;jait 'helstays/sits'; cf. CT15.12 
mE'La-it!> [CJ-jma'J-[;jait 'youlstay!', CG665 
-o=La-it> -u-[;jait 'to be, sit [V-stem]" JC ma';ayt 
'sit!', JC gasdu;ayt 'they (two) lived there'). 
-tXui 'to stand, step' (KT61.10 mE'tXuit> 
[CJ-j ma' J-txW(i}-it 'youlstand!; cf. CG612 -6=t~-uit 
'stand [V-stem], 591 mE'-t~-uit 'stand up!', JC 
gaYlltxwit 'he stood', JC ma'txWit 'stand up! '). 
-pna 'to jump' (KTI47.14 sE'pEna>[CJ-jsa'J-p(a)na 
'jump!=jump.the2 1(feet)!'; cf. CG649 aLks6'pEna> 
a-[;j J-krsru-p (a) na 'it jumped=itdumped 
[trans. 2]the-2 3(feet)', JC gaga'supna, gaga'subna 'she 
leaped'). 
-aqL 'to open' in Hymes (1955: 155); Hymes 
(personal communication 1996) has since decided 
that the stem is more probably -laqL, which in the 
examples I have found always occurs with ~
(function not always obvious: Hymes translates 
'reflexive', 'relational', 'reciprocal') (KTI43.15 
itcixE'laqLq> i-cJ-ir~a'-I(-)aq[;j-q 
'he lopened.him2'; cf. CT 130.11 
atcix~i'laqL>a-c-i-~a-laq[;j 'he opened it [=him]', 
JC gaci~a'laq; 'he opened it'). 

Particles (P) (Hymes 1955:264-298) 

aci (cf. CG612 iUs) 'yo sister' [vocative]. 
aL+qi (KT 19.8 aLqi; cf. CG634 a'Lqe, JC a;qi) 'later 
on'. 
an(a) (cf. CG621 ana') [interj.] 
an+qa (cf. CT22.1 0 a'nqate) 'already'. 
a.ui (cf. CG612 a6, CT193.21 au) 'yo brother' 
[vocative]. 
ai'.aq, a.iaq (KTI6.9 ai'aq, 37.10 ayaq; cf. CG 568 
ai'yaq) 'quick'. 

nominalized stem ... (Hymes 1955:249). 
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66)c' a'.', c' a'.' 'split d2 

67)cxap 'extinguish' 

68)c'u'.' 'chip' 

69)h(hi 'laugh' 
70)i'wa 'that one' 

71)kacaq'middle' 

72)kapxu '0. sibling' 

73)ki'kWali 'below' 

74)kha 'still, yet' 
75)khanawi 'all' 

78)k~pa,khapa 
'over there' 

79)k Wanisim, kWansam 
'always' 

80)k' aw(-k' aw) 'tie' 

81)k'a7 'silent' 
82)k' uy7 'wanting' 
83)k w, as 'afraid' 

84)kW' n(-kW' it) 
'break off' 

c7x (KT204.11, CG630 tS!Ex>c'a'.') 'splitting'. Cf. 

also: c7'x c7x [NP] (KTI23.7 tC!E'xtc!Ex>C'a''.'c'a'.') 
'cut' . 
cXup (KT4 7 .15 tcXup>cxup; cf. CG631 tc'.'up, 
tC'.'Ep>CXUp, cxap) 'extinguish'. 
c7ux c7ux (KTl14.7 tc!uxtc!ux>c'u'.'C'u'.'; cf. JC 
c' ux") 'skin, strip off'. Cf. also: c7ux (K T62.9 
tc! UX>C' ux) 'scratch'. 
hfi hfi (KT23 1.2, CG630 he'he>hi'hi) 'laugh'. 
i'.ua (KT27.11 e'wa; cf. CG621 e'wa) 'thus, there' 
(cf. also JC twa 'already'). 
kacak [NP] (KT50.11 ka'tcak>kacak; cf. CG568 
ka'tsEk>kacak) 'middle'. 
apxu '0. brother' [vocative] (cf. CG612 ka'pxo '0. 

sibling' [vocative]). 
ki'+kuala, ki'+kual(a)(-iX) (KT43.4 ge'kuala, 12.12 
ge'gualix; cf. CT16.25 ge'kXule>gi'k(xjuli, 217.13 
ge'kule, JC gi'k"'li) 'below'. 
ka (KTI09.12 ka) 'when, while'. 
kana+ui (KT 19.14, CG637 kanauwe; cf. JC kanawi) 
'all' . 
kana+makst (KT123.8 kanamokct>kanamakSt; cf. 
CG637 skanasmokst, CT29.6 ka'namokst, JC 
skanamak"'st) 'both'. 
qana+qa (KT91.15 qana'qa) 'vain' (cf. JC qana'.' 

'even '). 
ku+pa, ku+pa (KT 1 0.6 ko'pa, 36.1 0 kopa'; cf. JC 
k"'aba, klVaba) 'there'. 

kuansum (KT 185.2 gua'nEsum; cf. CT 197.22 
gua'nsum, 15.8 kua'nEsum, JC g"'anisim) 'always'. 
k7auk7au [NP] (KT39.14 k!auk!au; cf. CG633 k!au, 
k!au'k!au, JC k' aw) 'tying'. 
k7a (cf. CG632 k!a) 'silent'. 
qui (KT39.9 qoe; cf. CG634 qoi) 'must, will,.13 
k7uas (KT243.17, CG632 k!wac>k"" as; cf. JC k"" as) 
'afraid' . 
k7ut (KTI06.16, CG631 k!ut) 'break, tear off'. Cf. 
also: k7ut k7ut [NP] (K T70. 7 k !utk!ut) 'cut' (cf. 
CG631 k!utk!ut 'clear up', JC k"' a'tk"' t 'pick, tear 

12It is possible that CW c' a'.', c' a'.', both recorded for 'split', actually go back to two 
Chinookan forms distinguished by Chinookan consonant symbolism: C' (unmarked) > c' 

(diminutive) (Sapir in Boas 1911 :639). 

13Possible diminutive consonantism: q (unmarked) > It (diminutive) (Sapir in Boas 
1911:639) 
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85)hlkit, lakt '4' 
86)la':{w'tipped' 

87)li'li 'awhile' 
88)1i'plip 'boiling' 

89)[1o'q(')I\] 'drink,[4 

90)lulu 'carry' 
91 )[1\)'71\)(7)] 'round' 

92)taqW 'off, removed' 
93)tawa 'slow' 
94)ta':{ 'come out' 

95)ta,:{ani, Aa,:{ani 
'outside' 

96)tik 'silly' 

97)ti'x-tix 'scratch' 

98)ti'7il 'black' 

99)tk' up 'burst' 

1 OO)tq' up 'cut' 
101)tuk(-tuk) 'break' 

102)tun '3' 
103)otxWap 'hole' 

up'). 
lakt [NP] (KT41.5 lakt; cf. CG637 lakit, JC lilkt) '4'. 
lax (KT67.ll HiX>lax, 115.1 Hixo>la':{w; cf. CG633 
Uix>la,:{, CT 15.25 IaXo>lax) 'tilt, rock'. 

li'li (KTlO.7, CG634 le'le>li'li) 'long (time)'. 
lp (KTI47.5, CG631 IEp>lap) 'boiling'. Cf. also: 

Ip Ip lp lp (KT I 04.17 IEp IEp IEp IEp; cf. JC lilplap) 

'bubbling' . 
Iq7 [VP: see 153] (KTI48.3 IEq!o>laq''') 'swallow'. 

, (See91) 
lulu (KTl1.5, CT186.23 10'Elo; cf. CG632 10'10, JC 
It'wltw, lulu) 'round' (cf. also 90, and JC lulu 
'gather, collect,).[5 

Laqu (cf. CT223.9 UiqO) 'out, take off'. 
La.ua (KTI52.1 Law~i'; cf. JC tawil) 'slowly'. 
Lax (KT26.8 Uix; cf. CG633 Uix, JC Aa,:{) 'come out, 

visible'. 
Laxa+ni (KT68.18 Ui'xane; cf. CT211.15 kUUixani [> 
? kU+{A}a':{ani; see set 79: LC ku corresponding to 

KC ku(+pa)?], JC Ail,:{nix) 'outside'. 
Lik7 (?) (KT63.1 Lek!U "start" [with pain]; cf. CG632 
LEk!, Uik! 'weak[ened]'). 
Li'XLiX 'prepare [a corpse]' (?) (cf. CG631 LE'XLEX 
'scratching', JC ta'':{t':{ 'scratch,).16 

L'I [VNP] (KT44.6 LEI; cf. CG632 Le'EI, CT25.11 
Le'EI) 'black'. 
Lk7up (KT II. 7, CG631 Lk!op) 'squeeze' (cf. also: 
JC tk'up 'broke'). 
Lq7up (KT93.2, CG600 Lq!Up) 'cut'. 
Uik, urkUik (KT145.15 Uiq 145.1 Le'2kLEx; cf. 
CG631 LEku, 631 LE'kLEk) 'break'. Cf. also: L'kLk 
(KTI7.3 LE'kLEk; cf. JC Aa'kAk) 'dig'. 
Lun [NP] (KT48.15, CG637 Lon; cf. JC tun) '3'. 

Lxuap [NP] (KT 17.4, CG631 Lxoap; cf. JC A':{wap) 

140n finding the indicated Chinookan match, Zenk went back to his field tapes and 
attempted to retranscribe this item, which appears in Zenk and Johnson (2003) as loqha. 
The elderly speaker who spoke this word tended to under-enunciate ejectives medially, 
and unfortunately, Zenk did not recheck this item with him while there was still 
opportunity. We do now suspect an unreleased or hardly released ejective, albeit this is 
very difficult to clearly audit. 

15The Chinookan forms are confusing, leaving an impression that linguists' phonemic 
transcriptions may have cont1ated two originally distinct Chinookan particles meaning 
'round' vs. 'gather, collect'. 

16Cf. also GRCW iix 'horny', matching LC (CG633) Lex· 'cohabit'. 
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104)~'ap 'find' 
105)~'a'):(-~'a):() 'tear' 

I 06)~' i'min(-~' imin) 

'soft' 

107)~'ip 'sink' 

108)~'u):( 'fall' 

109)[mahwali] 'inland' 

110)makWst '2' 

III )manak' i 'too, more' 

112 )masaci 'bad' 

113)na [interrogative] 
114)ni'xwa'let's ... ' 

115)0 [interj.] 
116)pil'red' 

117)pi'lpil 'blood' 
118 )pus 'su ppo sing ... ' 

119)phaf, pha~ 'full' 
120)phci~ 'green, blue' 

121)p'a'q(-p'aq) 'hit' 

122)p' u 'shoot' 
123)p' u7 'fart' 
124)qha, qha):( 'where' 

125)qhata 'how' 
126)q Wet 'reaching' 

'hole, dig'. 
L7ap (cf. CG633 L!ap>~'ap) 'find'. 
L7x' 'cut'. (Cf. also: CG646 L!E'x>~'a'):(, JC ~'a'):( 

'split'; CG631 L!E'XL!EX 'tear'). 

L7man, L7man L7man (cf. CG632 L!mEn, 
L!mEnL!mEn > ~'man(~' man), JC ~'ma'n) 'soft'. 

L7lap (cf. CG631 L!lEp>~' lap) 'under water'. (Cf. 
also: Upper Chehalis [Kinkade 1991 :75], Lower 
Cowlitz [Kinkade 2004:47] ~'a'p 'under water'.) 
L7ux (KTI00.12 L!UX; cf. CT113.21 L!OX>~'u):() 

'fall' . 
mLxliu [NP] (cf. CG648 ma'Lxole>ma[fJ):(w/i) 

'inland'. 

makst [NP] (KT55.1 0 makct>makst; cf. CG637 
mokct, JC makWst) '2 '. 
manaq7i' (KTlO1.5 manaq!e'; cf. CG634 maniq!a') 
'too (much)'. 
masaciL (KT 146.14 masa'tciL>masaci[fj; cf. 
CT218 .18 masa'tsiLx>masaci[fJ~) 'pretty'. 17 

na (cf. CG634 na) [interrogative]. 
ni'Xua (K T 18.1 nrXua>ni'xwa 'well! '; cf. CG 
ni):(ua>nix"'a [exhortative], JC ni'x"'a 'let's ... ', 'do ... ', 

'suppose ... '). I 

u (KT58.6, CG635 0) [interj.]. 
LpL (KT42.14, 126.9 Lpil, Lpal; cf. CG632 Lpil, 
CT235.10 LpE'lpEl, JC fbE"l) 'red'. 
(See 117). 
pu (KT52.16 po; cf. CG634 poc>pus, CT44.3, 51.8, 
61.3 pos, puc, pus) [conditional]. 
paL (cf. CG631 paL, JCpa~) 'full'. 
pcix (KT42.14, CG630 ptcix>pCi):() 'green'. 

p7aq, p7aq p7aq (KTI00.12, 116.14 p!aq, p!aqp!aq) 
'slap'. 
pu (KT86.12, CG630 po) 'blow' .18 

(See 122, note 18). 
qa, qax (KT 130.6, CT13.16 qa, KT66.1 qax>qa):(; 

cf. CG618 qa):(>qax, JC qa):() 'where'. 

qa+ta (KT26.4, CG658, JC qada) 'how, what'. 
qua't (KT238.14, CG633 qoa't) 'reaching'. 

17Hale (1846:611) records "ma~at~i" as UC for 'bad', corresponding to the CW item. 
How Hale's form is related to KC, LC for 'pretty', we are unable to say. The referents 
we found for KC, LC 'pretty' include arrows, arrowheads, a canoe, and facial painting. 

18CW p' u and p' u7 (next entry) both suggest Chinookan diminutive consonantism: p 
(unmarked) > p' (diminutive). 
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128)qWbaA 'hanging' 

129)q'at'love' 
130)q'al 'hard' 

131)qW'an 'get used to' 

132)sa)f,.ali 'above' 

133)sptu7uq 'grey' 

134)stux(-stux) 'untied' 

135)taci 'must be,2o 

136)ta)f,.am '6' 
137)ta7antkbi 'yesterday' 
138)ta'mtam 'heart' 

qui'nm, qui'nma [NP] (KT151.7 qui'nEm, 150.18 
qui'nEma; cf. CG607 qui'nEm, JC glVa'nma) '5'. 
quL (KT29.6, CG633 qUL; cf. JC qlVa'~) 'hang up, 
put on'. 
q7at (KT 166.8, CT60.11 qHit; cf. JC q' at) 'love'. 
q7'l q71 (KT63.8, CG631 q!E'lq!EI 'hard'; cf. CG631 
q!EI>q' a! 'strong'). 
k7uan (KTI97.14, CG632 k!wan>k""an 'hopeful'; cf. 
g CG632 k!wank!wan 'glad', JC k"" ank"" an 'glad,).19 
saxala [NP], saxal(a)-iX (KT38.2, 19.14 dfxala 
>sa)f,.ala, sa'xaliX>sa)f,.a!(a)-ix; cf. kllca'xale 

[?>ku+sa)f,.ali; see set 79: LC ku corresponding to 
KC ku(+pa)?], JC Scl)f,.lix) 'above'. 

spiq (KT244.11 cpeq>spiq; cf. CG609 cpEq>spaq, 
JC spuq) 'grey' 
stux, stux stux (KT 14.7,45.6 stuXu>stux'\ stuXstuX 
>stuxstux; cf. CG632 stU)f,.>stux, stu)f,.stU)f,.>stuxstux, 
JC sdux, sduxlVsduxlV

) 'untied'. 
ta+c7a (KT69.6, CG636 tatc!a>taC' a; cf. CT 44.4 
tatc!, 260.7 tatca>taca) 'behold, although, but'. 
txm' [NP] (cf. CG607 tE'xEm>ta',:,am) '6'. 
ta+q'L (KTtaqE'L; cf. CT 155.7 ta'anLki) 'yesterday' .21 
tm (KT223.15 tEmm>tam [noise of birds flying]; cf. 
CG630 tEmm [noise of feet]). (Cf. also: 139,141.) 

139)ta'mwata 'waterfall' (See 138,141) 
140)ti'ntin 'bells, o'clock' Hintin (KT248.14 ta'nten 'bells'; cf. CG628 ti'ntin 

141)tum'thump' 
'clock'). 
tum (KT 160.14 tumm [noise of thundering]; cf. CG 
217.3 tumm 'thump'). 

142)tuwa)f,., l' wa)f,. 'light,22 t(a)+u.ax (KT 18.4, CG631 tuwa'x>tuwa)f,.) 'light'. 
143)thi'l(-thil) 'tired' tl, n tl (KTI0.7 tEI>tal 'tired', 224.4 fE'ltEI 'weak'; 

cf. CG632 tEll, JC ta'! 'tired', CG632 tE'lltEIl 'tired 

19If qW' an and kW' an go back to one Chinookan form with diminutive-augmentative 
consonantism, it appears that in this case it is the CW form that preserves the unmodified 
form (according to Sapir in Boas 1911 :639, q' is unmarked, k diminutive). 

20 A variant slur-form [tsa'(t)sa] could have been slurred or misrecorded for *tac' a. The 
change from either tac' a to tac' a, or from taca to tac(a) suggests Chinookan diminutive 
consonantism: c' > c' , C > c (unmarked > diminutive) (Sapir in Boas 1911 :639). 

21The difference between the KC and LC forms may be explained in part by an LC 
phonological rule not shared by KC: ' q > ' 7 v (Boas 1911:568; cf. set 16 above). If this 
is true, Boas appears to have missed [7] in the LC form, which should be placed just as in 
the CW form. 
22Chinookan diminutive consonantism may explain the two CW forms: t (unmarked) > f 
(diminutive) (Sapir in Boas 1911 :639). 
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1 44)thk'up 'white' 
I 45)thq' i 'want, need ,23 

146)t'u);( 'spit' 

147)wawa 'talking ,talk' 

148h<awqaf 'can't' 

149)yakWa 'here' 

150 )kala-kala 'bird' 

15l)q'ay7wa 'crooked' 

152)q' u7 'arrive,26 

all over'). 
tk7up (KT35.9, CG632 tk!op; cf. JC tk'up) 'white'. 
tq7ix (KT I 9. I 0 tq!ex>tq' i);(; cf. CG632 tq!ex, JC 
tq'r)5.) 'desire'. 
tu (KTI49.3 to) 'spit,.24 

ua.ua [VNP] (KTI 80.3 wa'wa; cf. JC wawa) 
'talking' . 
xauqaLx (KT36.1 xaoqxaLx; cf. CT 139.26 qxa'oxaL, 

165.16 xa'oqxaL>)5.auq()5.)a[f]) 'can't'. 
i.ukua (KT57.8 io'koa 'there'; cf. CG621 yakwa, 
iakwa 'here'). 

Classification Uncertain 2S 

-ka 'to fly' [V] (KT44.3 qtkga'la>q j-t2-krgarla5 
'those(theY2their3flY4ings=fliers=birds '; cf. CT60.6 
ktgE'kal>k-t-ga'-ka-1 'fliers=birds', JC ifc' (gala 'a 
bird'). 
(Cf. also KT70. I 0 iq!ele'q!ele>i-q' iliq' iii 'turkey', 
CG608 t-k!elak!ela'ma> t-k' i1ak' ilama 'geese'. 
These are nouns proper, vs. q-t-k-ga-la, 
k-t-ga' -ka-I, which are verbal nouns with the 
nominalizing prefix k- (q-). Possibly though, all of 
these forms belong to one Chinookan word family.) 
-q7a.ia 'to squeeze' [V] (KT32.1 
qayaxawiq!a'yakoax> 
qa-ij-ar)5.raurirq' aya-(a)kWa-)5. 'he(squeezed. 

himself3through.her2againststhem4' [?]). 
(But cf. Upper Chehalis [Kinkade 1991: Ill] q' a'yw
'crooked' .) 
-qu 'to reach, get to' (also?: -k7ua 'to return, go 

23Demers, Blanchet, St. Onge's (187 I :29) CW shows the complete Chinookan form: 
tKe ~ >t[q' Ji[)5.J 'like, love, desire, wish'. Harrington (1942) transcribes Bay Center CW 
taK'(·>taq'r 'to want'. 

24Chinookan diminutive consonantism?: t (unmarked) > f (diminutive). 

251n these examples, the precise identifications and/or word-class memberships of the 
source forms that presumably gave rise to the indicated CW form are uncertain. In 151, 
153 the immediate source form may not be Chinookan. 

26The shift of Chinookan [q], [k] to CW [q'] in this set appears to fit Sapir's schema of 
Chinookan diminutive consonantism, except that the uvular place of articulation in the 
KC forms should also shift to back-palatal (that is, [q] should shift to [k'], although: "the 
treatment of velar [=uvular] stops ... seems to be somewhat irregular") (Boas 1911 :638-
639). Harrington shows K'o">q"6 'get there' in Bay Center CW, matching [qho], an 
alternate form recorded from one of the elderly fluent Grand Ronde speakers. Demers, 
Blanchet, St. Onge (1871:66) have Ko>[k ?q' ?Jo 'arrive'. 
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153)ulq' 'snake' 

154 )yucka t 'short' 

155 )yuiqat 'long' 
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